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PIANO HIRE Piano Hire: Try Before You BuyThe cost of a good quality piano means

that for some, it’s not immediately possible to buy an instrument. Perhaps you or

your child want to begin having lessons but are not yet sure whether the initial

enthusiasm will hold out long term, and you are therefore reluctant to make a big

purchase.If you are not yet ready to commit to buying a piano, renting one might be

a good solution.Richard Lawson Pianos have a piano hire scheme that allows you to

have a high quality instrument at home without the financial outlay of buying. With

one of our pianos for hire, you can pay a fee while you take your time deciding

whether to invest in an instrument.Students preparing for exams will benefit from

practising on a piano of the same excellent standard as that they will perform on

during their examination. In addition, we are a trusted supplier of instruments to

ABRSM for exams, Richard Lawson Pianos also hire out instruments to professional

pianists to use in shows and performances.You might, therefore, want to consider

hiring a piano in the period before an exam date.If you are interested in hiring a

piano in London, Hertfordshire and the surrounding areas, our show rooms are

within easy distance for you to visit, here you can try out the pianos and consult

with one of our experts.We can also offer piano hire in the UK as a whole, we have

40 years of experience in various aspects of the piano trades, and stock some of the

world’s leading brands.Call us or visit our showroom to learn more about the

instruments we can offer, and to discuss whether our piano hire services is for you.
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